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Propolis has been used for thousands of years by ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans for its multiple medicinal properties and remarkable safety profile, while science only recently started to rediscover its powerful healing potential. Propolis is collected by honeybees from buds and exudates of conifer trees and plants and is known to contain a variety of chemical compounds with significant...

Extreme Anticancer Potential of Propolis | GreenMedInfo ...
Sweet potatoes are not just one of the healthiest and cheapest sources of nutrition; the predominant protein is a type of protease inhibitor that may have cancer-fighting properties.

Anticancer Potential of Sweet Potato Proteins ...
Introduction. Resurrection species are a unique group of land plants that can tolerate desiccation of their vegetative tissues to air-dried state (to just 5% relative water content, RWC) and resume normal physiological and metabolic activities after rehydration (Dinakar and Bartels, 2013, Gechev et al., 2012). Resurrection species are more common in bryophytes, relatively rare in pteridophytes...

Natural products from resurrection plants: Potential for ...
Melittin (MEL) is a major peptide constituent of bee venom that has been proposed as one of the upcoming possibilities for anticancer therapy.

Melittin: A lytic peptide with anticancer properties ...
Source: Béliveau, Gingras, Blaslyk, Eating Well, Living Well: An Everyday Guide for Optimum Health
It's particularly important to specifically include these in our diet, because not all fruits and vegetables share the same potential for active prevention against cancer. There are major differences in their levels of anticancer components.

Cancer Prevention: Some Fruits & Vegetables Bring Specific ...
Tsaang gubat, cha, Ehretia microphylla, carmona retusa, scorpion bush: Philippine Herbal Medicine - An illustrated compilation of Philippine medicinal plants by Dr Godofredo Stuart, with botanical information, chemical properties, folkloric uses and research studies

Tsaang gubat / CHA / TSA / Ehretia microphylla, wild tea ...
The leaves of this South American plant can be used to manage obesity-related inflammation and metabolic disorders

Herbs News | Herbs News - Herbs Information
Cauliflower provides a range of nutrients that may help reduce stress from free radicals, prevent constipation, defend against cancer, and boost memory.

Cauliflower: Health benefits and recipe tips

African Plants - WORLD BOTANICAL
Chemotherapy (often abbreviated to chemo and sometimes CTX or CTx) is a type of cancer treatment that uses one or more anti-cancer drugs (chemotherapeutic agents) as part of a standardized chemotherapy regimen. Chemotherapy may be given with a curative intent (which almost always involves combinations of drugs), or it may aim to prolong life or to reduce symptoms (palliative chemotherapy).

Chemotherapy - Wikipedia
Medicinal plants, also called medicinal herbs, have been discovered and used in traditional
medicine practices since prehistoric times. Plants synthesise hundreds of chemical compounds for functions including defence against insects, fungi, diseases, and herbivorous mammals. Numerous phytochemicals with potential or established biological activity have been identified.

**Medicinal plants - Wikipedia**
Researchers have shown how a complex mix of plant compounds derived from ancient clinical practice in China -- a Traditional Chinese Medicine -- works to kill cancer cells.

**How Chinese medicine kills cancer cells -- ScienceDaily**
Alagaw, premna odorata: Philippine Herbal Medicine - An illustrated compilation of medicinal plants in the Philippines by Dr Godofredo Stuart, with botanical information, chemical properties, folkloric uses and research studies

**Alagaw/ Premna odorata: Philippine Medicinal Herbs ...**
Baraibai, Cerbera manghas Linn., SEA MANGO -Philippine Herbal Medicine - An illustrated compilation of Philippine medicinal plants by Dr Godofredo Umali Stuart with botanical information, chemical properties, folkloric uses and medicinal research studies.

**Baraibai, Cerbera manghas Linn., SEA MANGO / Philippine ...**
Nutraceuticals and nootropics for anti-aging. Will diabetes research lead to a cure for aging? Diabetes and aging have many symptoms in common because they both involve tissue damage caused by free radicals.

**LifeLink Nutritional Supplements**
Bromelain is a mixture of enzymes extracted from pineapples. People use bromelain as a health supplement. Learn about the benefits and risks of bromelain here.

**Bromelain: Benefits, risks, sources, and side effects**
Makabuhay, Tinospora rumphii, Heavenly Elixir - Herbal Medicine - An illustrated compilation of Philippine medicinal plants by Godofredo Stuart

**Makabuhay (Tinospora rumphii), Heavenly Elixir / Herbal ...**
ABSTRACT Diabetes mellitus is a lifestyle disorder that is rapidly becoming a major threat to populations all over the globe. Over the past 30 years, the status of diabetes has changed from being considered as a mild lifestyle disorder of the elderly to one of the major causes of morbidity and mortality, affecting people of all ages.

**ANTIDIABETIC PLANTS AND THEIR ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: A REVIEW ...**
Phytopharmaceuticals play an essential role in medicine, since the need to investigate highly effective and safe drugs for the treatment of diabetes mellitus disease remains a significant challenge for modern medicine. Arbutus unedo L. root has various therapeutic properties, and has been used widely in the traditional medicine as an antidiabetic agent.

**Plants | Free Full-Text | Separation, Identification, and ...**
Immunomodulatory actions: Neem plant extract stimulates the immune system in various ways viz., enhancing phagocytic activity and antigen presenting ability of macrophages and augmenting cytokines (Thatte and Dhanukar, 1997). Production of IL-1, IFNy and TNF-α gets stimulated indicating activation of Th1 type of responses (Mahima et al., 2013b).
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